Keysight Technologies
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W-CDMA/HSPA+
Test and Lab Applications
Technical Overview

–– Ensure W-CDMA/HSPA+ devices achieve and
sustain reliable end-to-end IP data throughput
–– Go deeper in functional test by emulating a
wide range of complex network operations
–– Achieve greater confidence in RF performance
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Assess Design Readiness with Greater Confidence
Keysight Technologies, Inc.’s E7523A and E7623A W-CDMA/HSPA+ test and lab
application software run on the E7515A UXM wireless test set, providing the integrated
capabilities you need to achieve greater confidence in your W-CDMA/HSPA+ UE or
chipset design. Adding W-CDMA/HSPA+ test functionality to your existing UXM test set
is a simple software-only upgrade.
The E7523A W-CDMA/HSPA+ test application (TA) software provides the tools you
need to be confident about your device’s RF performance. The TA includes flexible
receiver test, trusted X-Series transmitter measurement science, and basic network
emulation. This enables you to set up defined conditions with varying frequencies,
power, and modulation. It also allows you to measure to limits and determine the root
cause of failures with reliable, repeatable results that can be automated and easily
shared. Test from early designs to finished products — the UXM supports measurements
with signaling or using test modes, making it easy to “just connect” and focus on RF
validation.
The E7623A W-CDMA/HSPA+ lab application (LA) software provides both functional
and RF test capabilities for overall device design validation. The LA includes the receiver
and transmitter test functionality of the TA, plus IP data-based capabilities such as endto-end data throughput, and advanced network emulation such as complex handover
scenarios, RRC state transitions, and support for CPC and simultaneous services.
This added functional test capability helps you verify connection continuity, data rate
performance, concurrent application behavior, battery drain, and protocol messaging.
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Ensure W-CDMA/HSPA+ Devices Achieve and Sustain
Reliable End-to-End IP Data Throughput
The UXM’s built-in fading and noise, integrated applications server, and easy-to-use
touch screen interface make it simple to validate your device’s true data performance.

With the touch of a finger, efficiently navigate UXM’s wealth of features and flexible configurations to
investigate throughput issues and bottlenecks

With the E7623A W-CDMA/HSPA+ LA software, you can verify maximum downlink and
uplink throughput for DC-HSDPA and DB-DC-HSDPA with stable, bi-directional data
throughput for up to 42 Mbps downlink and 11.5 Mbps uplink. Ensure your device will
operate as expected in a real-world environment with flexible independent fading and
noise for each carrier.

Flexibly configure independent fading and noise on each carrier
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Analyze throughput with graphical data throughput monitor results

Troubleshoot throughput issues by analyzing ACK, NACK, and DTX results

Validate maximum data rates and find throughput issues sooner with one-button
configuration for maximum throughput, and flexible parameters that can be modified
during active connections.

With one button, configure for maximum throughput with DL categories 10, 14, and 24, and UL categories 6 and 7
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Go Deeper in Functional Test by Emulating a Wide
Range of Complex Network Operations
With the UXM’s lab application software, you can validate your device’s functional
performance by emulating a wide range of complex network operations such as mobility,
simultaneous services, and CPC. You can also characterize battery drain performance
with flexible network and RRC state transition settings. The UXM’s flexible touchscreen
provides a simple and intuitive interface that makes it easy access to a wealth of network
parameters so you can thoroughly characterize your device’s functional behavior. With
support for packet data connections, voice, SMS/MMS, compressed mode, and UE
reporting, the UXM lets you quickly validate changes in design from RF to TCP with a
comprehensive test of mobile functions right at your desk.
Verify LTE/W-CDMA inter-RAT mobility in a single test set with two built-in independent
cells. Validate voice mobility with circuit-switched fallback (CSFB), redirect to LTE, and
single radio voice call continuity (SRVCC). Quickly characterize LTE/W-CDMA inter-RAT
performance with automatic negotiation of cell parameters. Easily analyze data throughput during packet-switched (PS) handovers and verify UE behavior during cell reselection
scenarios.

LTE

W-CDMA

Handover between two interRAT cells with one UXM
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Verify UE behavior when continuous packet connectivity (CPC) is active. Manually select
or send HS-SCCH orders to set up or re-configure uplink DTX, downlink DRX, and
HS-SCCH-less operation. Perform various call processing activities with CPC enabled,
such as web browsing, video streaming, and file download. Characterize the resulting
data performance with the UXM’s extensive CPC settings and statistics.

Evaluate PS data performance using CPC statistics

As you use the UXM’s lab application software to emulate various network operations
(including those involving multiple UXMs connected in an array), you can log all of the
associated protocol messaging for all cells in the UXM array — both LTE/LTE-A and
W-CDMA/HSPA+. The Wireshark-based protocol logging and analysis software allows
you to examine multi-cell, multi-format messaging in a single, time-aligned display.

Thoroughly analyze protocol messaging with time-aligned, multi-format logging using Wireshark-based software
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Achieve Greater Confidence in RF Performance
Every UXM test and lab application software product includes the industry-proven
X-Series measurement applications for consistent, repeatable transmitter testing. With
the X-Series applications you can run measurements per the 3GPP 34.121 test specifications, or use the full range of X-Series capabilities to explore beyond the specifications.
The X-Series applications’ comprehensive test coverage, built-in context-sensitive help,
and familiar user interface get you up and running quickly, with the flexibility required to
check compliance and troubleshoot tough transmitter issues. The X-Series measurement
applications closely follow the 3GPP standard, allowing you to stay on the leading edge
of your design challenges.
With the UXM’s integrated fading, MIMO, and suite of built-in receiver measurements,
you can characterize RF receiver performance under realistic and varying channel
conditions, from one simple-to-use interface. You can also test from early designs to
finished products since the UXM supports measurements with signaling or using test
modes — making it easy to “just connect” and focus on RF validation.

The UXM’s built-in X-Series measurement applications provide consistent, repeatable transmitter testing

Quickly configure the X-Series measurement application via the TA or LA user interface,
including one-button configuration using the 34.121 preset link configurations. Or, use
the familiar X-Series virtual front panel (VFP) interface to dig deeper into measurement
results and test corner-case behaviors.

Use the powerful X-Series virtual front panel for fully flexible measurement configuration
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Measurement Support Based on 3GPP TS 34.121
Transmitter characteristics
Test number

Test description

E7523A/E7623A

5.2/A/AA/B

Maximum output power

Yes

5.2C/D/E

UE RCDPA

No

5.3

Frequency error

Yes

5.4.1

Open loop power control in the uplink

Yes

5.4.2

Inner loop power control in the uplink

No

5.4.3

Minimum output power

Yes

5.4.4

Out-of-synch handling of output power

No

5.5.1

Transmit Off power

Yes

5.5.2

Transmit On/Off time mask

Yes

5.6

Change of TFC

No

5.7

Power setting in UL compressed mode

No

5.7A

HS-DPCCH power control

Yes

5.8

Occupied bandwidth (OBW)

Yes

5.9/A/B

Spectrum emission mask (SEM)

Yes

5.10/A/B

Adjacent channel leakage power (ACLR)

Yes

5.11

Spurious emissions

Yes1

5.12

Transmit intermodulation

Yes1, 2

5.13.1/A/AA/AAA

Error vector magnitude (EVM)

Yes

5.13.2/A/B/C

Peak/relative code domain error

Yes

5.13.3

Phase discontinuity

No

5.13.4

PRACH preamble quality

Yes

Receiver characteristics
Test number

Test description

E7523A/E7623A

6.2/A/B

Reference sensitivity level

Yes

6.3/A-F

Maximum input level

Yes

6.4/A/B/C

Adjacent channel selectivity

Yes2

6.5/A/B

Blocking characteristics

Yes2

6.6/A/B

Spurious response

Yes2

6.7/A/B

Intermodulation characteristics

Yes2

6.8

Spurious emissions

Yes1

1. Requires external signal analyzer.
2. Requires external signal generator.
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Key Capabilities
Channel emulation
–– Antenna configuration
–– 1x1
–– 2x2
–– 3GPP TS 34.121-1 Annex D fading profiles
–– Cases 1-4, 6
–– PA3, PB3, VA30, VA120
–– HST
–– Cell configuration
–– Cell power
–– Channel codes and relative levels
–– AWGN
–– OCNS

Network emulation
–– Operating modes
–– Active cell (AMR voice, RB test mode, and PS data)
–– FDD test mode (non-signaling)
–– Frequency bands
–– I through XIV
–– XIX, XX, and XXI
–– Cell parameters
–– UE timers and constants
–– Cell reselection
–– Closed-loop power control
–– Authentication, integrity, and ciphering
–– Preset and user-definable USIM parameters
–– UE categories
–– HS-DSCH category 1-24
–– E-DCH category 1-7
–– End-to-end data throughput
–– 42 Mbps downlink (HSDPA-MIMO with 64QAM,
(DB-)DC-HSDPA)
–– 28 Mbps downlink (HSDPA-MIMO with 16QAM)
–– 21 Mbps downlink (HSPA+ with 64QAM)
–– 14.4 Mbps downlink (HSDPA)
–– 11.5 Mbps uplink (HSPA+ with 16QAM)
–– 5.7 Mbps uplink (HSUPA)
–– Downlink configuration from fixed user selections or
based on UE feedback
–– IPv4, IPv6, and IPv4v6
–– Two primary PDP contexts
–– Simultaneous services (Voice + PS data)
–– Handovers/mobility
–– Radio bearer reconfiguration (RBR)
–– Transport channel reconfiguration (TCR)
–– Physical channel reconfiguration (PCR)
–– Compressed mode
–– UE-reported information
–– Connected data handover from LTE
–– SRVCC from LTE including CS+PS
–– CSFB from LTE
–– RRC release with redirection to LTE
–– SIB11 and SIB19 configuration
–– Configurable message replies

Measurements
–– Transmitter measurements
–– Adjacent channel power (ACP)
–– Channel power
–– Code domain
–– IQ waveform
–– Modulation accuracy
–– Monitor spectrum
–– Occupied BW
–– Power control
–– Power stat CCDF
–– QPSK EVM
–– Spectrum emission mask
–– Receiver measurements
–– Loopback BER
–– BLER
–– HSDPA BLER
–– Data throughput monitor
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Related Keysight Literature
E7515A UXM Wireless Test Set, Data Sheet, literature number 5991-4634EN
E7515A UXM Wireless Test Set, Brochure, literature number 5992-0149EN
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